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Myeloid cells hold the master
key for T-ALL spread
Diana Passaro | Cochin Institute

In this issue of Blood, Lyu et al tackle the fascinating question of identifying
novel mediators of leukemia progression hidden in the intricate host envi-
ronment.1 Particularly, they provide robust evidence for an essential role of
myeloid cells in supporting T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL).

Acute leukemias are aggressive cancers
occurring during both childhood and
adulthood, with a poor overall prognosis.
T-ALL arises from genetic alterations in
T-cell precursors, causing developmental
arrest and accumulation of T-cell blasts in
the thymus, blood, bone marrow, and
peripheral tissues.2 The role of extrinsic
cues in supporting healthy andmalignant
hematopoiesis has recently received in-
creasing attention.3,4 The definition of the
T-ALL microenvironment is particularly dif-
ficult because of the highly motile nature
of leukemic T cells and the involvement of
multiple sites in the disease, including the
thymus, bone marrow, spleen, and lymph

nodes, as well as the liver and the central
nervous system.

Ehrlich and colleagues have previously
characterized the diffuse alteration of
the thymic microenvironment in primary
mouse models of T-ALL and found that
tumor-associated dendritic cells were
essential in supporting leukemic growth
in vitro.5 In their new study,1 a transplant-
able model of the same disease enables
the authors to characterize the microenvi-
ronment in peripheral organs, such as
spleen, bone marrow, and liver. The results
confirmed an overall deregulation of distinct
myeloid subsets in the leukemic tissues.

Surprisingly, dendritic cells were dispens-
able for leukemia progression in vivo.1 This
discrepancy with the previous report could
be due to several reasons. First of all, the
differences between in vitro and in vivo
experimental systems could have an im-
pact. Second, the 2 studies focus on dif-
ferent disease stages, with transplantable
secondary leukemias being more aggres-
sive, with a shorter latency and a potentially
lower degree of dependency on sup-
portive niches. In line with this hy-
pothesis, the authors observed that the
overall suppression of myeloid subsets
was needed to cause a significant slowing
of T-ALL progression.

Dendritic cells and macrophages are
known as important components of the
tumor immunemicroenvironment and can
have a role in mediating immune sup-
pression in both solid and hematological
cancers.6 However, the supportive effect
of myeloid cells on T-ALL is independent
of the presence of adaptive immune re-
sponse, while it seems to lean at least in
part on boosting prosurvival signals such
as IGF1R, an essential growth factor re-
ceptor for leukemia initiating cell activity,7

in the leukemic compartment. Neverthe-
less, it remains unclear whether the my-
eloid compartment is a direct source of
ligands for such signaling.

The direct support function exerted by
myeloid cells on T-ALL is not specific for 1
myeloid subset or 1 specific tissue, but it is
a rather highly redundant feature. One
could speculate that myeloid cells are
likely to be a common feature of sup-
portive microenvironment over different
tissues and thus represents an essential
component of theT-ALLniche (see figure).
Further studies allowing deep molecular
characterization and tissue-specific de-
pletion of T-ALL–associated myeloid
cells would be required to confirm this
hypothesis.

The effect of T-ALL infiltration on myeloid
cell phenotype and function remains to be
determined. Recent work explored the
remodeling of the bone marrow immune
microenvironment at single-cell resolution
in human acute myeloid leukemia8 and
B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia.9 In
the latter, a peculiar accumulation of
nonclassical CSF1Rhigh/CD161 monocytes
showing an aberrant transcriptomic sig-
nature potentially linked with vascular
damage was found.9 Both clinical studies
have reported an inferior overall survival
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T-ALL cells depend on multiple myeloid cells to sustain prosurvival signals and expand in different tissues and
organs. Myeloid cells are expanded in vivo upon T-ALL dissemination, and their in vivo depletion interferes with
T-ALL progression and activation of prosurvival signals such as IGF1R and AKT.
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associated with an increase in specific
markers and subtypes of myeloid cells.
Along the same line, Lyu et al analyzed
data from a large cohort of T-ALL patient-
derived samples and observed a worse
outcome associated with high monocytes
and macrophage signatures.

In light of the multiple challenges en-
countered in designing an efficient im-
munotherapy against T-ALL,10 the work
from Lyu et al opens a new chapter of
investigation in the T-ALL immune niche,
paving the way for mechanistic and
clinical studies to further decipher the
intimate relationship between T-ALL and
the myeloid microenvironment and ex-
ploit it for therapeutic benefit.
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Toward classifying
the unclassifiable
Eric Padron | H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center

For decades, the pathologic classification
of myeloid neoplasms has provided the
framework necessary to dissect and study
a group of diseases that, in many ways, is
far more similar than it is different. My-
eloid neoplasms are not afforded the
clear anatomic boundaries given to solid
tumors, and their clinical manifestations
overlap significantly. As such, the path-
ologic demarcations that have been
historically set for the diagnosis of these
malignancies have been critical to un-
derstand the pathophysiology and, more
importantly, to identify effective thera-
pies. However, although existing patho-
logic boxes capture the majority of cases,
a significant minority of cases does not
fall neatly into 1 category. To address this,

the World Health Organization (WHO)
includes an “unclassifiable” category to
coalesce these entities when cases do not
fully meet criteria for bona fide disease
subtypes. Unfortunately, the unintended
consequence of this is that patients with
“unclassifiable” hematologic malignan-
cies often have no approved therapeutic
options and do not qualify for clinical trials
that are designed for specific diseases.
These issues are amplified in patients with
so-called overlap syndromes, defined as
myelodysplastic /myeloproliferative neo-
plasms (MDS/MPNs) by theWHO, because
they lie at the interphase of pathologically
defined myeloid neoplasms and are in-
herently difficult to classify. Furthermore,
the “unclassifiable” subtype of MDS/MPNs,

MDS/MPN-U, actually occurs more com-
monly thanmost otherMDS/MPNdiagnosis
categories.1 Given that clinical trials per
capita for MDS/MPNs are among the lowest
across adult cancers and no therapy has
been approved that alters their natural his-
tory, strategies to understand and classify
MDS/MPN-U are critically needed.

In this issue of Blood, Palomo and col-
leagues describe the use of whole-
genome sequencing to establish the
mutational spectrumand clonal architecture
of MDS/MPNs with the goal of identifying
genomic signatures that could reclassify
cases pathologically designated as MDS/
MPN-U.2 They profiled a clinically anno-
tated cohort of 367 MDS/MPN patients,
including 106 MDS/MPN-U cases and 71
cases of atypical chronic myeloid leukemia
(aCML) and MDS/MPN with ring side-
roblasts and thrombocytosis (MDS/MPN-
RS-T), respectively. Although the authors
confirm knownmutational frequencies and
clonal architecture of MDS/MPNs as pre-
viously reported,3-6 they importantly iden-
tify or validate genomic signatures that can
be readily derived from existing clinical
next-generation sequencing (NGS) assays.
These signatures were then able to reclassify
MDS/MPN-U cases into subtypes resembling
other bona fide MDS/MPN entities. For ex-
ample, cases with biallelic mutations of TET2
and those with comutation of SRSF2 with ei-
ther TET2 or RUNX1 were deemed “CMML-
like.” TheseMDS/MPN-U cases were clinically
similar to pathologically defined chronic
myelomonocytic leukemia (CMML) to include
a relative increase in monocytes. Clinical
similarities were also seen between “MDS/
MPN-RS-T-like” and “aCML-like” genomic
signatures and their respective disease
category. These findings were validated
in an external cohort demonstrating re-
producibility and applicability to more tar-
geted and clinically relevant NGS. Ultimately,
61% of all MDS/MPN-U cases could be
genomically reclassified as another MDS/
MPN subtype, whereas the remaining
cases were either classified as harboring a
TP53mutation (13%), a rare event in MDS/
MPN, or as genomically ambiguous (26%).

Although the lack of germline controls
prohibited a more unbiased assessment
of genomic signatures inMDS/MPN, several
important observations were made from
these data. First, this work adds tomounting
evidence that, although genetic assessment
cannot fully substitute pathologic diagnosis,
clear genotype phenotype relationships ex-
ist across MDS/MPNs. Second, it highlights
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